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Abstract. In this paper we address the realization of personal privacy control in
the era of pervasive computing. How could an individual meet his/her expected
level of privacy? how could the system guaranty that a user privacy criteria is
fulfilled?. For that an elaborate set of requirements for personal privacy is given
followed with the implementation of our SenTry policy language.

1 Introduction

Privacy is a prime concern in today’s information society where personal sensitive data
often has to be revealed in many daily tasks. However, laws exist that shall prevent
the misuse of sensitive information by enterprises once it has been disclosed. Individ-
uals, though, often are not aware of how to control the dissemination of such data and
mostly make decisions casually or on the move. Even in open settings, like the Internet,
users control privacy mostly manually and are limited to acknowledging some prefab-
ricated privacy statements. To our believes, for the upcoming era of so-calledAmbient
intelligence [1], which fosters the deployment of heterogeneous Context-Aware Mo-
bile Services (CAMS), such control ofpersonal privacy eventually will fall short. The
large number of services alone will make a manual per-use authorization of access to
personal data (as required by law) an impossible task.

Being different from the enterprise requirements for meeting existing legislation on
privacy, personal privacy is about meeting a person’s desired level of privacy of the
information revealed. In this paper, we address the individual’s need for managing pri-
vacy “offline”; beforehand of actually being in a particularsituation. Therefore, we have
elaborated requirements for Personal Privacy Control and applied them in the design of
theSenTry language, which allows users to generate appropriate User Privacy Policies
to automatically govern all accesses to their sensitive data.

TheSenTry language is presented in this paper as part of our ongoing work focused
in the development of the User-centric Privacy Framework (UCPF) [2]. The SenTry
language allows the specification of fine-grained constraints on the use of personal data
to conform to a user’s privacy criteria. Here, the UCPF takesthe roll of a trustedpri-
vacy enforcement point and as thesentry of its users’ personal privacy supervises the
application of policies in the interaction of the user with aCAMS.



The remainder of this document is structured as follows: First, Section 2 provides
some background information on privacy policies. After that, in Section 3 requirements
for implementing personal privacy are elaborated. Section4 then details the central
features of the SenTry language, which is followed by Section 5 where details of the
implementation and simple use cases are presented. Finally, Section 6 indicates the
directions of future work and concludes the paper.

2 Background

While there are many languages for access control they are rarely adequate for enforcing
privacy policies [3] since they in general need of a richer expressivity to delimit accesses
and usage of personal information. A policy language for supporting expression and
enforcement of a privacy criteria must meet several requirements, which are different
by nature if we consider the needs of an enterprise or those ofan individual.

In many countries legislation regulates the collection anduse of privacy data. It
prevents its misuse and demands that enterprises comply with certain privacy practices
(directives 95/46/EC and 2002/58/EC in Europe). Therefore, the main requirement of
an enterprise from a privacy policy system is that it allows for automatic enforcement
of the enterprise privacy statement. Thus, the enterprise reduce the risk of unauthorized
disclosure and the risk of misuse of the collected data. A description of the enterprise
privacy requirements is given in [4].

There exist a few approaches for the support of automated analysis of a privacy
statement, probably the best known are the Platform for Privacy Preferences (P3P) [5],
the Enterprise Privacy Authorization Language (EPAL) [6] and the eXtensible Access
Control Markup Language (XACML) [7]. P3P is an standard fromthe World Wide Web
Consortium (W3C) that enables websites to express their privacy policies and to com-
pare them with the user’s privacy criteria, which in turn canbe specified by using A P3P
Preference Exchange Language (APPEL) [8]. While APPEL provides a good starting
point for expressing user privacy preferences, it cannot support the richness of expres-
sions needed in ambient intelligence scenarios, see Section 3. In [9] user requirements
for a privacy policy system are detailed with emphasis in therichness of constraints
users might want to apply to control the distribution of their location information. Here,
rules are implemented as system components called validators without defining a con-
crete implementation language, though. Apart from the lackof expressivity, P3P does
not address the problem of enforcing a website’s privacy policy [4]. The use of P3P
alone does not give assurance about theactual privacy practices in the backend of the
website and whether “obligations” implicitly included in the user privacy preferences
such as the purpose or the limit time are respected.

EPAL and XACML are two platform-independent languages thatsupport the def-
inition and enforcement of privacy policies and obligations. IBM submitted EPAL 1.2
to the W3C in November, 2003, for consideration as a privacy policy language standard
(still pending). XACML 2.0 is an XML-based language designed primarily for access
control and extended for privacy. It has been accepted as an OASIS standard and widely
deployed. In [3] a comparison of both languages shows that EPAL offers only a subset
of the functionalities of XACML. Nevertheless, while XACMLhas been developed for



some time and have reached a high level of standardization, it has only started to take
possible privacy constraints on information management into account. Which may be
enough for enterprise privacy enforcement but it lacks of some important features to en-
force personal privacy. In next Section we present those requirements that from of point
of view a policy language used to express and apply personal privacy should meet.

In the following we assume that a user privacy criteria is defined as a set of rules,
which are included in a User Privacy Policy, and each rule contains three logical sec-
tions namely:applicability, effect andcondition. The applicability part contains a set
of predicates used to determinate whether the rule applies to a given request. The con-
dition section is an optional set of predicates that consistof boolean combinations of
functions. If the rule satisfies a request all the predicatesincluded in the applicability
and condition section must evaluate to true. The specification of the result of enforcing
a particular rule is included in the effect predicates.

3 Requirements for implementing Personal Privacy

A privacy policy system used to define and enforce a user’s privacy criteria must pro-
vide a way of describing the different elements involve in aninteraction between an
individual and a CAMS, together with the environment in which such interaction could
occur or no, and perform accordingly. We now outline seven requirements, which have
guided the design of our policy system and particularly the SenTry language.

Centralized privacy enforcement. In order to offer a controlled distribution of sensi-
tive user data we need a trusted policy system that centralizes the collection of context-
related information of a user. SeTry policies arecontext-aware in the sense that their
evaluation involves checking the user’s context against the privacy policies available.
Leaving the enforcement of such privacy policies to a third party entity would not be
advisable since it would involve the disclosure of sensitive information for its evalu-
ation. We provide then auser privacy enforcement point (UCPF), which controls all
accesses to privacy-relevant information. Figure 1 represents the role of the UCPF in
the new model of protected interaction chain, with the following entities: i) ATarget
is the tracked individual and the source of anyResource (location, calendar, situation,
medical data, etc); ii) A CAMS compiles the resource and carries out theAction (pur-
pose of the interaction); iii) ASubject is the user of the service and the final recipient of
the data; iv) A Context Provider acts as an intermediate entity, responsible for collect-
ing, managing and for disseminating context; v) The UCPF enforces the user private
policy and provides a protected interaction with the service.

Fig. 1. Interaction Chain with a CAMS



User aware. A privacy policy system must be aware of a user needs allowing her
to define fine-grained privacy policies to accomplish her expected level of privacy. It
should be avoided situations in which the target has a passive role limited to accept or
reject a CAMS privacy statement, as is the case of some previous approaches e.g., PawS
[10]. In the interaction with the new generation of servicesa user should have an active
role establishing how her personal relevant data is used; starting from the management
and enforcement of privacy policies to a post-disclosure control of the data.

Context awareness. As mentioned before, SeTry policies arecontext-aware, which
means that apart from those typical restrictions on the entities of Figure 1: constrains on
multiple recipients (service, subject), on the purpose of the data collection (action) or on
the requested resource; the SenTry language supports the inclusion of constrains on a
user’s context as well as on his/her peers’ context to restrict when a rule applies, allow-
ing personal and environment factors to influence e.g., whether or not she is working.
Thus, for making real the idea of the UCPF roaming among various context providers
a sound standard model for context representation is needed.

Semantic awareness. Obviously, the interaction with pervasive services and user-
customized applications demands some awareness of the underlying semantics. There-
fore, the policy language used for reasoning on context information has to be expres-
sive and aware of the underlying meaning at the same time. This recommends the use
of a semantic representation model for privacy policies andcontext data, which also
will provide a common semantic frame for the collaboration of the different entities
involved in the interaction chain.

Post-disclosure awareness. Privacy control should not be limited to a pre-disclosure
phase typical of access control. Once the data has been disclosed, in order to still keep
a target’s privacy, is vital to have mechanisms to delimit the extension of the action
granted e.g., a target may want to control the limit time of the action, or to restrict any
secondary use of the data transmitted. We propose the use ofObligations [11] to bind
an entity (service, subject) to perform a predefined action in a future on a particular
object. We includePositive Obligation Rules to trigger a negotiation process between
the UCPF and a CAMS before any resource is revealed. As a result the CAMS might
agree on holding an obligation with the UCPF’s user, allowing post-disclosure control.

Transformations. We introduce the concept of Transformations [12] to allow users
to better specify their privacy preferences. Basically, wedefine Transformations as any
process that the tracked user may define over a specific piece of context information
to limit the maximum accuracy to be revealed, e.g coordinates accuracy max 500 m,
or filter calendar items labeled as private. We have created thePositive Transformation
Rule that includes a Transformation together with the grant permission, which must be
performed before delivering the requested resource.

Constraints on Active interactions. Any interaction with a CAMS can be classified
asactive or passive. In the active case the user is actively using the service, some action
from the service is queried, e.g. where to find the closest-byItalian restaurant. To com-
pile an appropriate answer the CAMS asks his current location in return. The interaction
is passive if the user receives a request from the CAMS without previously requesting
the service e.g., if a colleague asks the Friend-finder application where a user currently
is located, the disclosure of the user’s location does not necessarily involve that he gets



any benefit in return. The introduction of constraints to limit a disclosure on whether
or no a service request is based on an active interaction, brings much greater privacy
control (an example is presented in Section 5).

4 SenTry language

The SenTry language (SeT) is built on top of the Web Ontology Language (OWL) and
the Semantic Web Rules Language (SWRL) as a combination of instances of our user-
centric privacy ontology (SeT ontology) and SWRL rules. The SeT ontology describes
the classes and properties associated with the policy domain in OWL DL using a unique
XML namespace. OWL provides considerable expressive power for modeling a domain
knowledge. However, it presents some limitations, which mainly stem from the fact
that is not possible to capture relationships between a certain property an another in the
domain [13]. For instance, we cannot define with only OWL that if a personhasName
“Pablo” andhasGroup “UPNA” the propertyhasAccessMyLocation should take the
value “True”. A possible way to overcome this restriction isto extend OWL with a
semantic rule language. An important step has been given with the definition of the
Semantic Web Rules Language, based on a combination of OWL DL and OWL Lite
sublanguages with RuleML.

The SeT ontology has three main constructors namely thePolicy, theService Re-
quest and theUser Request. They together model the elements involved in an interaction
of a user with a CAMS. The Policy scheme is shown in Figure 2, a policy collects the
privacy preferences of an entity identified with the property onTarget. In our model, the
system holds a unique policy per target, which contains a collection of rules associated
with the property (hasRule).
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Fig. 2. Classes and Properties of a Policy

A policy in SeT is divided into two disjoint subclassesPersonalPoliy and Orga-
nizationPolicy. Organizational policies covers the need of companies (organization) to
manage specified context of a predefined group of individuals(employees, clients, etc).
A person as part of an organization has to adhere, usually based on a contractual rela-
tionship, to some privacy policy which is orthogonal to her own. The Personal policy,
scope of this paper, is mainly about how individuals controlthe use of personal infor-
mation in everydays life.

Please note that Figure 2 depicts two different rule classesthe set:Rule part of the
SeT ontology and theswrl:Imp, which belongs to SWRL language. Both classes make
up the three logical sections of a policy rule; The individuals of the applicability and



the effect section are created with the SeT ontology by usingone out of four rule sub-
classes for each set:Rule, namely the Positive Authorization Rule (PAR), the Negative
Authorization Rule (NAR), the Positive Transformation Rule (PTR) and the Positive
Obligation Rule (POR). Each set:Rule explicitly delimits the transmission of a target’s
resource with the propertiesonSubject, onService, onAction andonResource. The result
of enforcing a user’s rule is specified with the propertyhasEffect. Due to the mentioned
limitations on the OWL language we have included SWRL rule instances to reason
about those individuals provided by the SeT ontology, primarily in terms of classes
and properties. While individuals are modeled with OWL, the rule predicates of each
section (applicability, effect and condition ) are expressed with SWRL.

Our second constructor is the service request, it holds the information needed to
check the applicability section of a rule. Thepolicy decision point [14] of the UCPF
is fired to evaluate a given instance of the Service Request class. The following prop-
erties of a service request shown in Figure 3(a):withTarget, withService, withAction
andwithResource has a minimum cardinality for each class of one. The value given by
withTarget selects the policy in the system, the rest of values togetherwith the property
withSubject are used to check whether the rules included in the selected policy match
or no. The propertywithSubject has a maximum cardinality of one, we support rules
defined on general aspects of a service without detailing thefinal recipient. A rule ap-
plies if all the values included in the service request matchthose given in the rule by
onSubject, onService, onAction andonResource. If the applicability predicates (SWRL
rules) evaluate to true then the condition section finally determines whether the rule
effect affects to the given request.

(a) Service Request (b) User Request

Fig. 3. Classes and Properties

Since a policy contains multiple rules and since rules may evaluate to different re-
sults given the same service request e.g., the PAR returns “Grant”, the NAR “Deny”,
the PTR “Grant with transformation” and the POR “Grant with obligation”. The system
must determinate potential rule conflicts, see Section 5, before determinating the result
to be returned from the policy evaluation. The final result isthen assigned to the request
thought its propertyhasRuleEvaluation, which may include an extra value the PTOR: a
grant permission that contains a transformation and obligations.

The last constructor used in SeT is the User Request. This element is used to model
active interactions between a user and a third-party service. A user identified with the
propertyhasUser actively can request a service (toService) and compromise to allow
the action defined withallowAction on the resource contained in the propiertyallowRe-



source, which is needed to compile the requested service. We explicitly distinguish
between rules that affect an active interaction with a service by evaluating an instance
of the class User Request against an individual of the Service Request.

5 Implementing a SenTry Policy

Our PDP component has been developed in JAVA on top of the JavaExpert System
Shell (Jess). Once the PDP gets a evaluation request message, triggers the execution of
the Jess rule engine, which then accesses the policy repository to retrieve the policies
applicable for the current situation, which are evaluated based on the provided Service
Request instance. Our policy repository is integrated by all the different individuals
created on the SeT ontology and the SWRL rule predicates. Along with rules in the Jess
language, the Jess engine accepts rules formulated in SWRL [15], which are translated
into Jess rules and facts with the Java API SWRL factory.

Each time that a user defines a new rule, a new instance of the set:Rule is created
together with the needed SWRL predicates. In our system rule predicates are first ex-
pressed with SWRL and then automatically translated to Jess.The SWRL rules are
divided in three groups, those that are make up withFilter predicates, with Static pred-
icates or with Dynamic predicates. In common with many other rule languages, SWRL
rules are written as antecedent-consequent pairs. In SWRL terminology, the antecedent
is referred to as the rule body and the consequent is referredto as the head. The head
and body consist of a conjunction of one or more atoms (rule predicates). At present,
SWRL does not support more complex logical combinations of atoms that the conjunc-
tion, represented with the symbol∧ in the examples presented below.

Fig. 4. Policy Evaluation Process

The SWRL predicates included on a user’s rule are enforced consecutively in three
steps as is shown in Figure 4. In the step 1 the Filter predicates of Figure 5(b) are
evaluated. They are a set of common conditions to all the user’s rules, there is only
a SWRL rule- step 1 shared by all the instances of the set:Rule class. If all the Filter
predicates are true for a given set:Rule, theMatchedRequest property is set to “true” and
the SWRL rule- step 2, which includes the Static predicates associated to that particular
set:Rule is triggered. The Static predicates might includeconditions base on multiple
recipient and/or the active interaction constraint.

The evaluation of the Static predicates leads (if true) to two possible results: i) there
is not Dynamic predicates associated with the matched set:Rule. Thus, the SWRL rule-



step 2 asserts the appropriate instance of theRuleEvaluation; ii) there exist Dynamic
predicates defined on the set:Rule and the evaluation of the Static predicates has the
effect of setting theUpdateResources property of the set:Rule instance from “false”
to “activated”. Once the second step is finished an internal process checks if there are
any instance of a set:Rule with the propertyUpdateResources equal to “activated” and
updates the list of dynamic resources from the respective context providers. Finally, it
sets theUpdateResources to “true”. The step number 3 of the evaluation process de-
cides about Dynamic predicates. They might include time constraints, constraints on
the target’s context, or/and on a target peer’s context. As consequent it returns aRuleE-
valuation. The last part of this process consist on applying a combining algorithm on
theRuleEvaluation instances returned in the process described. It combines rule effects
generated in the second and third step. By default, the system generates NAR rules,
only when a user explicitly define a PAR is possible to permit arequested action. We
use agrant overrides combining algorithm to resolve conflicts between rules, together
with inheriting transformations and obligation from PTR and POR rule effects.

5.1 Examples

We now introduce two simple use cases that show how a SenTry policy is implemented.
The use case 1 includes only two SWRL rules (step 1 and 2), whilethe use case 2 has
also Dynamic predicates (step 3). The step 1, Figure 5(b), iscommon to both use cases.
It filters the policy with target “Pablo” and the rules withinthat policy, which specify
the same resource and action that the given instance of the service request.

Use case 1:Pablo uses his mobile phone to call a taxi at the end of day, he wants the
taxi company to determine his location automatically to ensure a smooth pickup, but he
does not want them to be able to trace him once the journey is over.

In the above use case the target, Pablo, allows being trackedduring a limited time
slot. While the request for the taxi service is stillactive. Thus, we have included in the
rule- step 2 (Figure 5(c)) a unique constraint: the active interaction constraint. This rule
checks if there exist an active User Request instance with the flagisActive equal to true,
for a given Service Request and in that case returns a grant permission, defined in the
owl rule 5(a).

(a) set:Policy (b) SWRL rule (step 1) (c) SWRL rule (step 2)

Fig. 5. Pablo’s Rule - Use Case 1

Use case 2:When Pablo is on a business trip, he likes to meet old colleagues that
may coincide in the city. He allows to be located by the peer group Colleagues, but only
if the potential subject is in the same city and with a maximum accuracy of 500 m.



The use case 2 requires constraints based on multiple subjects and dynamic con-
straints. The rule- step 2, Figure 6(b), checks the type of service just as the group of
the subject. Here, Pablo allows the disclosure of his coordinates with a maximum ac-
curacy of 500m (PTR - transformation 500) to the group colleagues. The rule- step 3
applies constraints based on the target situation (Business trip) and limits the disclosure
to circumstances in which target and subject are in the same city, Figure 6(c). This rule
includes predicates expressed over individuals of the context model ontology (cm), sit-
uation and coordinates. We assume an standard context model, which is linked with the
SeT ontology throught the propertyhasID-CP per person and per context provider.

(a) set:Policy (b) SWRL rule (step 2) (c) SWRL rule (step 3)

Fig. 6. Pablo’s Rule - Use Case 2

6 Conclusions and Outlook

The paper presents a set of user requirements based ... Obligations–¿ Future work, ne-
gotiation protocol Only Personal Policy -¿ integration of organizational privacy and
priorization User Interface: We are currently implementing the first prototype of the
SenTry user interface to allow users to define policies and rules in a natural way. Appli-
cation in the IST CONNECT project as part of the CoPO ontology
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